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Engine Talk by Bill Gagne

(Bill was not able to complete an article that he planned for
this Journal issue. Bill did supply a number of newspaper
clippings for reprinting, and the following one was chosen
from the Boston Globe, by Nathan Cobb, GLOBESTAFF,
spring 1998 )

Bill Gagne helps put train hobbies on track!
The calls come from Milton, from Missoula, from Maui
- offers from guys who want model train layouts but don't want
to get their own fingernails dirty. Example: Neil Young, the yesteryear rocker, needed some track laid at his ranch in Northern
California. Another: British popmeister Phil Collins wanted a
train installed in the living room of his London manse. So
there, in both cases, traveled Bill Gagne, Dorchester, always
eager to serve such men who would be boys.
The 45-year-old Gagne, whose own 1,000-foot train
layout runs through both his well-stuffed basement and his
modest yard, is a dedicated creator of small worlds. Working
on both indoor setups and outdoor "garden railroads" - the
latter representing a growing phenomenon that fuses model
railroading with horticulture - the sometime sign painter has
contributed to dozens of layouts ranging in value from $500 to
over $1 million.

Training his passions
Still, clients tend to have their hearts' desires. When
a Montana nurseryman wanted a 15-foot waterfall, as the
centerpiece of his garden layout, Gagne fetched him 80 tons

Joe H. Ng, Editor & Publisher

of rocks "including one as big as a Volkswagon." When a
Denver bar owner decided his railroad required a river, Gagne
dug him an 80-footer. And when a Maui travel agent declared
that his pool side railroad simply couldn't run without the ability
to fetch him well-chilled drinks, Gagne delivered.
"You can insulate boxcars so that they'll keep two
beers cold for five hours in 80-degree heat," he pointed out.
"Most people who do that run three cars and an engine, so
they can pull a whole six-pack." (Alas, sometimes the bestlaid tracks go awry. Gagne notes that a client in Winchester
recently went through a divorce, during which his wife
smashed his train layout to bits.)
As well as creating layouts, Gagne makes and sells
such accessories as trestles, turntables, and engine houses.
Four part time employees labor in his basement workshop
while a quartet of cats prowls among the trains and parts.
(Gagne also builds and restores carousels from miniatures to
full size.) He lives in a world ranging primarily from N scale
(1:160) to G scale (usually 1:24), although he's also worked on
privately owned full size trains. Most of his customers have
already purchased their rolling stock when they come to him,
but they need someone to build wooden bridges, turn
Hydrostone into "mountains," and plant entire "forests" of
dwarf species.
It's not a trade you learn in school. "You can either do
it or you can't," Gagne says with a craftman's pride. "It's something I was just born with." Actually, he is following in the tracks
of his father. Simeon Gagne, who died in 1994, was also a
model maker (and a sign painter, too) with a cellar full of trains.
Young Bill acquired his first, a Lionel steam engine, when he
was 6 years old. Later he hung out at the venerable and since
departed Eric Fuchs train store in downtown Boston, where his
father worked part time as a repairman. Still later, as an adult
who couldn't leave his toys behind, he worked for several
years at Charles Ro Supply Co. in Malden, one of the country's
largest train dealers. "Trains are a way of life for people like
me," he says, shrugging. "We can't bring back real trains, so
we bring them back through models."
Much of Gagne's work takes place not in living rooms
and basements, but, in back yards and gardens. Garden
railroading, a hobby in England for decades, surfaced in the
United States 15 to 20 years ago. It is becoming particularly
popular in warm climates. "I think every third person in
California has one," Gagne muses although spying, a German
made LGB locomotive chugging through someone's New
England flora and fauna is not an impossibility.
Mostly, though, Gagne packs his tools and heads
west when garden railroaders call. His most dependable client
is Fred Vertel, a retired Northern California stockbroker who
has turned his back yard into a serious plaything he calls the
Montebello Ridge Garden Railway Museum. con’t. p. 2
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Running imported engines that cost as much as $10,000 over
a quarter acre layout that features 1,100 feet of track, concrete
tunnels, and no shortage of ponds, Vertel is the consummate
model railroad buff. And when he needed the likes of a
scratch built powered turntable, a nine stall roundhouse, and
an assortment of bridges, he sent for Bill Gagne.
Gagne, in fact, now spends several weeks a year
working construction on Vertel's railroad. "I feed him and water
him and try to keep him happy," Vertel says. "Frankly, l wish
he'd move out here. I'd like to steal him."
Gagne has also put in serious hours on the "Louise,"
Vertel's halfscale (meaning half the size of the real thing)
locomotive that's modeled after a Civil War prototype and runs
a short distance through a 19th century back yard diorama. He
built a new wood cab over the metal original, fashioning it from
planks he cut from a single red oak log. Then he painstakingly
painted and lettered the final product. "It is," Vertel marvels, "a
beautiful oak masterpiece."
As for Neil Young and Phil Collins, neither boasts
anything to rival Vertel's spread. In fact, Young who demonstrated his commitment to model railroading by becoming a
part owner of Michigan based Lionel Trains Inc. in 1995, had a
rather eccentric indoor layout when he summoned Gagne to
his ranch about four years ago. "He had things like Hoover
vacuum cleaners and toasters painted to look like buildings,"
recalls Gagne, who clearly respects Young's creativity but also
seems a tad mystified by it, "I spent about a week there, doing
mostly track work. He didn't want any scenery. Just trains.
Just trains and his Hoovers."

from the Editor....

Joe H. Ng

When we re-enact events of the past, or historic
processes, they are often difficult to do in comparison with the
conveniences readily at hand in our modern times. From all
accounts, the process of operating miniature coal fired locomotives is very similar to that of full size operation. I am sure quite
a few of us would embrace the opportunity to operate the real
thing if it were readily available. The sounds, smells, sights and
sometimes inconveniences are all part of the process that we
have formed a club to continue this significant historic process.
The process of coal fired steam operation will continue to
capture imaginations for generations to come. This is the
momentum that allows us to build educational value at
Waushakum Live Steamers.
We've seen quite a few new engines at the track this
past quarter. One to take note of is Fr. Jay's groundline OS
Mogul. It’s a beauty and very powerful. OS has been around for
a long time, mostly known for model airplane products. The
factory provides precisely manufactured parts in well thought out
construction sections. This is an excellent way for someone
wishing to enter serious live steam operations at the model level
without a machine shop. Parts are always available. The cost
is in a similar league with some steam outline engines, but the
benefit is the immense educational value gained. This seems to
be a great fit at WLS if we want to remain focused on education
and live steam.

Meeting Highlights - July Meeting
Superintendent of Works, Bob Newcombe gave a brief
recap on last month's maintenance of WLS. Hilton maintenance
is still in progress with the rear siding replaced and painted.
Don Cornell added that the regular Wednesday group of approx.
9 guys have been working on general maintenance at the track
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in preparation for the Antique Car meet. The Hilton has ground
rods added, a concrete signal base was poured, and hinges
replaced on the porta potty. Dick Ball is continuing on the water
line installation and is finding that the line pressure may not be
as high as early estimates. Jay Berry offered a booster pump
and assistance. Jim Gordon offered the same in an earlier
meeting. Bill Gagne is working on groundline switches and
siding extensions on the container side of the track. Tony Raiano
saved the club $350.00 by repairing the wheel on the backhoe.
President Jim O'Brien gave a report on the Van Brocklin meet.
The overall results were a little less than usual due to confusing
weather reports, poor advertising and the possible high costs of
gasoline. Member Charlie Reynolds reminded the club of earlier
correspondence regarding a contribution he made for improvements to the container area. He made a request for a reimbursement of money due to the slow progress in the project
and then he abruptly left the meeting. The conclusion of the club
was to continue the project at normal pace because there was
not a set time limit stated with the contribution. A list con’t. p. 4
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Some WLS members hard at work....

Just less than a week before the August Meet, Jerry Barton
looks on as Kent Larson, and project chief Dick Ball are hard at
work on Page Station's new wrap around deck. Other workers
were Don Cornell, Bob Newcombe and Dave Remington.

Dick Ball poses with one of 12 fire fighting (also emergency
watering stations for thirsty steam engines) hose stations that he
headed up construction on. A real neat job and done in a very
timely manner!

Jed Weare is still at it with the highline block signals.
His progress is extending to the far reaches of the outer
highline loop. Assisting is Dave Remington and Dick Ball.

Bill Gagne is hard at work making a stub switch at our container
yard. He’s had a lot of experience in this, so he makes it look
really easy! photo by Marc Arsenault

Mt. Washington Cog Railway builds its
First Diesel by Pat Fahey
For well over 100 years steam has ruled Mt.
Washington. For those of you who have never seen the
highest mountain in New England, it is well worth a trip to
Bretton Woods, New Hampshire.
Steam has been climbing the mountain since 1869,
starting at the Base Station, and climbing to the summit at
6,288 feet above sea level. Up to now, you could always count
on the Cog to see Steam, even when other tourist Lines were
running diesels. But now there will be a change, steam will
slowly disappear from the mountain and it will be replaced by
diesel. I guess the reason for the change is the price of coal
(at $ 240 a ton, and climbing) and the hign maintenance of
steam. It is cheaper to run diesel at about a third of the cost
of steam.
The new Diesel was designed by Al Laprade of
Jefferson, New Hampshire, a Mt. Washington employee.
The new equipment uses a 600 HP John Deere tractor engine.
The locomotive was constructed by the Mt. Washington
employee's at their main shop at Bretton Woods. Technical
assistance was supplied by John Deere.
The new biodiesel fueled engine can climb the
mountain in about 40 minutes, compared to the slow nostalgic
ride in steam, which takes 1 1⁄4 hours. The plan is to build 2
more diesel-hydraulics to replace aging steam. Steam will still
be used for special events, so now the new GREEN MACHINE
will slowly start to rule the mountain. I hate to see steam go,
but the cost of running the new Green Machine is cheaper
than running steam. So, if I were you, make the trip to the
mountain and see Steam, BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE!
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of machine shop equipment was offered for sale by a
private party. This will be posted on the bulletin board. The
Antique Car meet organizers informed WLS on very short
notice that they will not be participating in our Antique Car
meet. WLS members will try to arrange for car exhibits on
short notice for the upcoming meet. Members should be
expecting calls from our Annual Meet organizers to arrange
for workers for the meet weekend. Pat Fahey completed
cataloging books and has many duplicate titles. It was
decided that the extras will be sold at the Annual Meet. John
Metzner is taking orders for name tags and is compiling a list.
Discussion continued from last month on the Member's
Memorial. There was active discussion on the criteria for
selecting names to be recognized, this ranged form all
members that have passed away to the members that have
been determined to have made significant contributions to
WLS. This discussion was tabled and will continue. Meanwhile, it’s planned to place a wreath on the Dimond trestle
during the Annual Meet to honor George's contribution to
WLS. Questions arose on who the club historian was and
if there is a list of past members and their accomplishments.
The consensus was that Pat Fahey has the best recollection
of the club history. President Jim O’Brien said we can refer to
club minutes dating back to 1961. Editor Joe Ng prepared
many crowd control sign samples for members to view. The
purpose will be to direct and limit public access during large
meets. Several signs will be made and displayed with a
planned rope line to limit access to the groundline yard,
Cornell station and the steaming bays. Money was allocated
for materials and Bill Gagne is suppose to carry out the
sign making.

sleepover in the Hilton during the meet weekend. Fr. Jay
will again, hold mass on the Sunday morning of the meet.
Once again, it was stated that there are to be no open fires
in the campground area. Larry Micol is organizing workers for
the Annual Meet. Armbands will be issued to members with
communications radios during the meet. Crowd control signs
and rope lines are planned and members are urged to take lots
of pictures which helps maintain a record of people attending
the meet. All of the surveillance cameras will be operational.
In addition, for the first time, a sign in sheet will be posted
for visitors.
Joe Cardelle is making arrangements to get
surplus coal from Connecticut. As long as the club can
provide labor and transportation, we can get as much as a
pickup truck load every other week. This is a great find for the
club since the cost of coal is up from $293/ton to $401/ton.
The club will reimburse members making the trip for their gas
expense. Money has been appropriated to build a wrap
around deck for Page Station. Dick Ball will organize and head
this effort, hoping to have it ready for the meet. A member
from our insurance company will be observing our meet in an
unofficial visit. There was much discussion on electric steam
outline engines running at the WLS track. A petition was
circulated regarding this and the discussion will continue into
the next meeting.
There were 4 applications for membership. Action
was taken on 2. Matt Paquette from New Hampshire becomes
our latest Associate member and Alex Karnes is our newest
Junior member.

August Meeting

It's beginning to feel like fall. The air is a lot cooler
and it's getting dark earlier. The meeting turnout was not as
large as previous ones. Marc Arsenault gave a maintenance
report for WLS. Cleanup for the Annual Meet preparation was
an outstanding success with lots of member participation.
Dick Ball will be adding 2 more hydrant hoses to better our
fire fighting capabilities. Dick suggests that we number each
of the hose locations so that a trouble spot can easily be
identified in an emergency. Further discussion on hose
locations focused on lighting the hose locations with a solar
light or use of high reflection tape for better night time visibility.
Our earth moving equipment needs some more attention after
more than 10 years of hard service to WLS. The Bulldozer 's
fuel filter & housing and fuel tank has a lot of rust and corrosion
causing fuel to be leaked onto the starter unit. More will be
reported on this in future meetings. Our backhoe needs 2
replacement front tires. They were in pretty bad shape when
we first acquired the unit, but it seemed to have lasted over a
dozen years. Tony Raiano will assist with this. The Hilton's
roof has been coated with sealer and plans are to have 2
screen doors purchased and installed by members for the
Hilton. Roof sealer will be purchased for coating the 2 container roofs. President Jim reported that the Annual Meet was
a great success. It was extremely orderly with no reported
incidents. He also gave praise to the many members and
volunteers that provided help to make the meet a success.
The following are some of the new innovations that helped with
the success: parking lot procedures and space lines, sign-in
sheets, no over night sleep-over in the Hilton, directional &
information signing, completion of Page Station, installation of
fire hoses, meal trays and a new grill at the cook tent. Dave
Hearn brought up discussion concerning identifying authorized
guest personnel within the restricted access areas of the club’s

from p. 2

The August business meeting got underway with a
good crowd due to the break from a long string of rainy days.
The field was a little wet, but no flooding. Superintendent
Newcombe reports that general cleanup is underway in
preparation for the upcoming Annual Meet. Marc Arsenault
reported on finish carpentry work completed on the Hilton and
replacing vents, installing blinds and getting sinks operating in
the Comfort Coach. Dick Ball, who headed up the water line
installation, reports that 12 hoses with lengths of 75-150 feet
are in place around the mainline. They are all operational and
a single hose can yield 10 gals. / min. When turning on the
water at the entry shed, members should pay attention to the
water meter, if it keeps running, there is a water leak in the
system. A shut off valve is located at the covered bridge
under the green hatch. Ed Delaney is painting all the picnic
tables green. Don Cornell reported on painting the Hilton and
that the roof is the next project. Money has been allocated for
that project. Bill Gagne has been busy on switch work at the
container area and also producing directional signs for the
upcoming meet. Jed Weare with the help of Dave Remington
and others are still busy at work on the highline signal system
that is extending far beyond the Butler Bridge area. With the
Annual Meet less than 2 weeks away, this coming weekend is
the big workday; all are urged to attend if available.
The Memorial Wall discussion came to a temporary
conclusion with the Board of Directors deciding to dedicate
the Steam-up and Blowdown meet in honor of a distinguished
past member. It was suggested that an article be printed in
the Journal about deceased distinguished members so that
the newer membership will understand the significant
contributions they have made. The container area discussion
will continue after the Annual Meet. This year, there will be no

September Meeting
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property, i.e.: steaming bays and back track areas. Maybe
“Hello” stickers could help. It was noted by Don Cornell, (who
was one of the meet monitors at Page Station) that there was
very little foot traffic walking past our posted signs this year.
The signs seemed to be very effective. Our insurance agent,
who made a casual visit during our Annual Meet noticed the
signs and abundant fire hoses. These pro-active measures
will hopefully help to keep our insurance premiums within
reasonable limits. Starting next year, the Steam-up meet and
Blowdown meet will be held in honor of an outstanding WLS
member that has passed away. The delay in this decision will
allow an opportunity to have this honor published in Live
Steam magazine and our WLS journal. The 2009 Steam-up
meet will be dedicated to George Dimond. Numerous
requests have been made to have darker colors for our club
tee shirts. Black and dark blue were very high on the
list…wonder why this is? With the coming of Fall, the club
has decided to make a timely purchase of 2 leaf blowers, a
hand held and a backpack version. Various models will be
looked at for our next business meeting. Dick Boucher
announced that the Charles River Museum of Industry will be
having a Fall meet featuring pre-1950's displays. They are
expecting to show the late Walter Bush's 1.5” groundline Gov.
Stanford under steam on a test track along with Howard
Gorin's full size steamroller. There are expected to be many
other exciting exhibits. In addition, Dick showed a highline
tender from his Monday night work group at his home shop.
Five engines of Charlie Purinton's design are being built by
a small group learning to use metal working equipment and
understanding live steam. The youngest in the group is a 13
year-old. More on this in future Journals. Our latest associate
member is Clyde Abbott.
Some new pro-active safety measures have been
instituted for this year's meet. Meet workers are identified with
STAFF armbands and they are carrying radios. There is a
sign-in sheet at the entry shed for visitors. Vehicles are
tagged with color-coded stickers to identify which area they
should be directed to when entering the parking lot. Parking
lot lines a drawn on the grass with a signed loading zone
area. Fire hoses are in operation to all reaches of the outer
loop and highline. Video surveillance is in full operation.
Crowd control rope lines were put up and lots of informational
and directional signs have been installed. All the measures
seemed to have worked and will be fine tuned to insure that
future meets will run smoothly without incidents due to our
pro-active safety measures.

Antique Car Meet
The antique car club decided not to come to WLS for
our meet. It was a last minute decision which left WLS looking
for replacement car groups to show their vehicles. We were
not successful, but our meet continued. We did have 2
antique cars drive in, and park at our lot. Coal fired steam
ruled the day. In total, there were over 2 dozen engines. We
had 7 highline engines shown or running and 17 groundline
engines. Of the groundline engines, 8 were steam, 4 diesels
(gasoline) and 5 electrics. We even had an electric disguised
as a Mogul with fake white smoke and steam sound effects.
This is referred to as a steam outline engine. We only had
about 150 of the public attend and there were plenty of rides
given. A brief 5 minute thunder shower had everyone
running to the indispensable awning. It was a good day of
running and riding that was just a little on the humid side.
Despite this, for a small meet, it was deemed a financial
success with donations, cook tent and coke machine sales.
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Gary Johnson running his Clishay. Note the harness racing
style engineer’s riding saddle. This is Gary’s first engine,
taking about 3 years. of on and off construction time. The
Clishay was an extremely popular construction article in Live
Steam magazine back in the 1980’s. Many have been built.

Visiting Live Steamer

Wayne Singer of Adirondack Live Steam is running his 7.25”
Heisler for its first WLS run in July. Wayne scratch built the
engine exclusively from bar stock, closely following a scaled up
version of Kozo's famous plans. There is plenty of iron and steel
in this model. The boiler is welded steel with rolled in copper
tubes. The tube roller was homemade. Wayne did the welding
using a stick welder and the exposed weld beads on the backhead looked like it was done with an inert gas rig! There is lots of
manual rotary table work shown in the precisely divided truck
wheel spokes. The engine runs like a fine clock. For feed water,
he has 2 VanBrocklin style duplex steam pumps (home made, of
course) and he makes it around our outer loop effortlessly without
a water stop. This is Wayne's first steam engine, preceded by
two gasoline diesel models. He finally saw the light. A great
looking engine and a robust steamer!



The Journal wants your article for
the January 2009 Newsletter!
Send in your pictures and news items!
Engine construction news wanted!
Show & Meet reviews wanted!
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Another tree falling on Sept. 27 photo by Jim O’Brien
This time we were not so lucky. The fallen oak did
some damage to the highline just across from Mary’s rest area.
Jim O’Brien and Don Cornell took charge in making the repairs
on Saturday, but had to stop due to heavy rain. Work resumed
on Sunday morning as Dave Remington joined in, finishing just
in time for the Neighborhood Appreciation Meet.
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at keying in programs. Copies of The Digital Machinist
(courtesy of Village Press) and Proto Trak catalogs were
given out to members. This was an excellent presentation
that showed the process involved in programming to machine
finished locomotive parts.

New Member?

Our Treasurer showing the Proto Trak unit along with
Mike Wilkenson, from Southwestern Industries.

39th Annual Meet

cont. p. 8

Who is this new live steamer? Well, if she wanted to become a
member, I'm sure Joe Cardelle would sponsor her. The new
engineer is Linda, Joe's better half. She is being trained by our
Treasurer Jim while Joe is out on the highline somewhere.

Guest Speaker Jim Abrams
Our Treasurer, Jim Abrams is making the rounds by
being guest speaker at the NEMES’s (New England Model
Engineering Society) monthly meeting. The group meets on
the first Thursday of the month at the Museum of Industry in
Waltham. Jim gave a presentation on converting his nicely
refurbished Bridgeport mill to CNC with the Proto Trak system
from Southwestern Industries. His hour-long presentation
provided a wealth of self taught knowledge about the
conversion process and the ease of operation. Jim also had
Mike Wilkenson, a representative from Southwestern
Industries at the meeting to help with technical questions. The
beauty of this system was simple installation and an extremely
user-friendly program. Numerous examples of typical live
steam machining setups were shown on screen. Proto Trak
controllers were set up for NEMES members to try their hand

Engines getting ready at the Container Yard during Saturday
afternoon of the Annual Meet. Note the different sizes of the
engines compared to each other, but yet they all run on our
7.25” track. This is due to how the engines are scaled relative
to its full size counterpart, while keeping the wheel distance
between the rails common among the 3 models shown.
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Innovations of Yesteryear Festival
The Festival was held on Sat. Sept 13, sponsored
by the Charles River Museum of Industry in Waltham. The
outdoor event coincided with many city of Waltham activities
during the early Fall season. Exhibits varied from operating full
size and model live steam equipment, a working trebuchet
model (an ancient war machine) that fired blocks of ice into the
Charles River, machinery & technologic gadgetry of the period
and antique vehicles. Along with this was a 20 pc. steel drum
band, folk singers, home crafts displays and a cook tent. Too
bad that Iron Guild, who was scheduled, was not able to be at
the show. This all took place on the green, next to the museum in front of the Charles River dam on Pine St. Steaming up
for the first time in over 15 years was the late Walter Bush's
(builder of the 1” scale Flying Scotsman, and very active
Norfolk St. member) 1.5” groundline Gov. Stanford running on
100' of temporary track. Rides were offered and many questions were answered about steam locomotives. Some very
young engineers were even offered a chance at the throttle
under the watchful eye of your Editor. Dick Boucher (President
of NEMES), headed up this groundline exhibit, and Larry
Urbanski did quite a bit of prep work to get the engine into
running order. The engine ran very smoothly. Walter Bush's
family has donated his collection of fine engines to the Charles
River Museum of Industry. It is hoped that more of his engines
will be run in the near future; maybe even at the WLS track.
In addition, Howard Gorin was at the wheel of his 1922 Buffalo
Springfield 12 ton steam roller. The last time it was running
was at our 1998 Annual meet. That's how we got all the
bumps flattened in our club parking lot. Rides were given and
some even got to do some driving. All would probably agree
that power steering would be highly desirable. It was definitely
a showstopper as car traffic had to maneuver around the magnificent piece of machinery that Howard brought back to life.

Dues time is coming again...
We are trying to be a little ahead of this so we could have
an up-dated roster in the early part of 2009. Please fill out
the coupon and submit with payment to our Treasurer.

The Governor Stanford with engineer Larry Urbanski. Point to
point coal fired steam operation on a short track requires lots of
attention to keep all the systems in balance.

Howard Gorin, in his engineer’s pinstripes really enjoying a full day
of steam operations with his 12 ton Buffalo Springfield steam roller.
Actual weight is just under 15 tons. See Howard run:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=tF8JJ1q5gCI
cut here

Waushakum Live Steamers Annual Payment Coupon
Name

Annual
Dues

Street
Engine House
Rental
City, State, Zip
Contribution
Email
Telephone (Land line and Cell)

In the future, please send newsletter by email

Full $100.00

Affiliate 15.00

Life

Junior 15.00

Associate 50.00

Honorary

Engine House Rental 50.00

Please make check payable to:
Waushakum Live Steamers, Inc.
Dues are due in January, 2008
Total
Enclosed
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38th Annual Meet

cont. from p. 3

The final workday before the Annual Meet was a
success with great weather and a good turnout. Major items
on the to-do list were: replacing ballast on the groundline,
landscape work, trash pick up everywhere, restroom cleanup,
finishing up Page Station's wrap around deck, cook tent
preparation, parking lot line painting and installation of outdoor
directional/informational signing. About 20+ people were in
the work group, all familiar faces, with the exception of 2
newer members joining in, that makes for a >10% turnout!
The Annual Dinner took place on Thursday night to
kickoff the meet weekend. About 75 members and guests
attended the home-style dinner, starting at 6 pm at the
Coachmen's Lounge, the favored annual dinner spot. The
guest speaker for the evening was Allan Wizwall. Mr. Wizwall
has traveled extensively and amassed a huge collection of
over 35 thousand color slides. The evening's slide presentation was on South Africa and their railways. It was an
informative hour-long presentation where Mr. Wizwall shared
his immense knowledge. In addition to this, a video was
shown highlighting the year's WLS building achievements.
This included the completion of the cook tent, the fire hoses
and the final installation of the Comfort Coach. Another
special thanks to the Tutweiler's for donating an original
painting and a limited edition print that was raffled with
proceeds to purchase the Comfort Coach. The raffle winners
were Bob Newcombe and Russ Page. Russ Steeves,
groundline live steamer and past president of WLS was
honored as a Life Member. Under his leadership, WLS had a
tremendous growth spurt in the mid to late 90's at Arthur St.
Jim Stewart of Pennsylvania was also honored as Life
Member for all his dedicated and enthusiastic hard work for
WLS. Jim has been actively involved with WLS back at the
Norfolk St. days. Another honor was given to highline live
steamer, Jed Weare as Member of the Year. Jed was
honored for his continued tireless highline signal design and
construction work. There were also door prize drawings for a
1/2 dozen gifts ranging from gas cards to dinner gift cards. All
had a great time at the dinner.
The 3-day meet at the track had perfect weather and
attendance seemed to be at a slightly lower level than last
year. Visiting engineers started to arrive during mid-week, and
by Friday, we were well underway with a larger than usual
turnout. Friday night had 'a bring your own' informal dinner
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and then some fun night running. The weather was cool and
the air was moving; a great run night. Saturday, as usual
was our biggest day and the groundline trains were busy with
passenger hauling. It is estimated that the total visitor turnout
was in excess of 400 people. We had 60+ engines in
attendance. The crowds were well contained due to the many
directional signs posted. There were no people wondering
around the track beyond the groundline yard and engine
house. The steaming bays were orderly and not congested
with spectators lingering and wanting to touch hot engines.
The vendor area had a half dozen displays showing
artwork and locomotive parts. The most activity generated
was at the swap table where members picked up fantastic
bargains on materials, castings and tooling. Swap tables keep
the hobby alive by allowing low cost items to be circulating
amongst the hobbyist. Many engines get their start from the
swap tables. It's great to see the sellers and the buyers so
greatly motivated, keeping the spirit of the hobby alive!
Also, there were a number of engines being sold through
private sales..
There was lots of buzz on the web forums about
attending our meet. We had visiting engineers from
Adirondacks, Pioneer Valley, Montreal, Long Island, Finger
Lakes, Niagara Frontier, Pennsylvania, Golden Horseshoe,
New Jersey and a few more. The steaming bays were loaded
and there was lots of activity all day long. Steam ruled the
day on the highline and groundline. Some engines to take
note of was the Charlton 1.5” Hudson engineered by Donovan
Lewis. This enormous steamer, with a very long track record,
once ran at the Charlton RR in the mid 80's and was a feature
on portable track at many local fairs and town greens during
the late 70's. Fr. Jay Finelli showed his beautiful kit built OS
1.5” Mogul. The detail and customer support from OS is
reported to be outstanding. We thank Fr. Jay for making this
introduction. The cook tent was well staffed and business was
great as it was reported that they sold out of hamburgers and
hotdogs. The Saturday night dinner featured the traditional
ham and beans at trackside and when dinner was done, night
running started.
Sunday offered another beautiful day of running.
Many visiting engineers began early preparations for their
journey home. By 1pm, many engines and equipment were
packed and lined up at the turntable. This is the one bottleneck we had during the 3-day meet. Maybe we could have
turntable reservations to alleviate the congestion in the future.

cut here

Dues payment, Engine House rental and WLS member information coupon
is on the reverse side. Please mail back with payment (if applicable) by
January 2009 to:

Waushakum Live Steamers, Inc.
P.O. Box 6034
Holliston, MA 01746
Attn: WLS Treasurer
You can also give this to the Treasurer by the January Business Meeting.
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Jerry Finelli enjoying his usual Annual
Meet work post at Waushakum station.
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Jay’s kids are getting lots of exercise
and having a great time.

Business was brisk at the swap table! Some great deals!

One of the many vendor displays at the Annual
Meet.

Fr. Jay’s beautiful and powerful coal fired OS Mogul

Signs to show the way. Lots of informational graphics are one of the lowest cost safety items we can have.

A great crowd enjoys rides at the Annual Meet accompanied with beautiful weather.
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Ten years ago....

The highline progress as seen from the yet to be built foot
bridge next to the yet to be built tower during December, 1997.
In just eight months, we’ll be ready for the first Annual meet at
the Arthur St. track. photo by Arthur Butler

Setting the curb stones on Arthur Street in May, 1997. This
was really hard work and the guys got this nice and straight.
It’s fair to say they probably don’t want to do this again.
photo by Arthur Butler

Work continues on building the turntable during August 1998
photo by Arthur Butler

Setting the granite marker stone at the entrance of the club
property in June, 1998. photo from WLS archives


Calendar of Events
October Club Meeting
P.V.L.S. Blow-down Meet
WLS Fall Blow-down Meet
NO food - Soda only
November Club Meeting
December Club Meeting
New Year’s Day Run
January Club Meeting
Big E Railroad Hobby show
February Club Meeting
NEMES Annual show

Highline inner loop (Phase 1) switch heading to the yet to be
built Butler Bridge, August 1997. photo by Arthur Butler

Oct. 9, 2008
Oct. 10, 11, 12, 2008
Oct. 19, 2008
Nov. 13, 2008
Dec. 11, 2008
Jan. 1, 2009
Jan. 8, 2009
Jan. 24-25 2009
Feb. 12, 2009
Feb. 21, 2009

Note:
May - Oct. meeting held at Hobo Hilton, at the track.
Nov. - Apr. Club meeting held at the Masonic Hall.
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enter applied the brakes by digging
their feet into the gravel ballast. No
injuries occurred and there was no
damage to equipment, just a few
ruffled feathers. Both engines were
live steamers and both engineers
were visiting live steamers, Again,
be mindful of your speed and maybe
we need a safety check for the presence of functional brakes.

8th Annual Neighborhood
Appreciation Meet

Donovan Lewis at the throttle of the enormous Charlton Hudson,
once owned by Stan Barclay. The coal burner is over built with
engine moving kept in mind during construction. The engine can
be man handled by the running boards, which are 1/4” steel plate.
This engine has been in service for over 50 years and has given
thousands of rides at local fairs.

An example from Dick Boucher’s at home engine build group.
Five engines are being built. Shown here are chassis, tender,
plans and drawings. It is a Charlie Purinton designed 3/4”
highline locomotive, noted for its simplicity and reliability.

Safety at WLS
Safety remains to be our number one concern at
WLS. Always be cautious and drive defensively. Highline
engineers should take notice of the working signals that are in
place. We recently had an incident on the highline where our
Treasurer's locomotive and riding car flew off the track. The
incident occurred at the mainline switch from the transfer table,
in front of the switch shed. Speed was not a factor and the
Superintendent of Maintenance is looking at the sliding rail
joints as a possible cause. At the Annual Meet, the same
incident occurred at the same spot. In both incidents, there
were no injuries and the equipment only suffered minor
cosmetic damage. The rule to follow is when approaching
switches, always take caution and go slowly. The club does
post a slow sign at the switch during the meet.
On the groundline during the Annual Meet, a near
miss occurred in the yard at a switch from the turn table to the
inner loop. Although details are sketchy, both engines were
approaching faster than yard speed. The engine on the mainline was given the right of way as the engine attempting to

The forecast was for rain all day with hurricane Kyle
coming up the coast. About 15 WLS die-hards came out to
the track. In addition, about 12 members of the neighborhood
joined in as well. The forecast said that by 11AM, the rain
would clear. By noon, it did clear and the first to venture out
were Ian Fisher and Jim Abrams on the highline. Gary
Johnson and Roger Austin soon joined in on the groundline.
Later in the afternoon, Tim and Greg Jones fired up and were
out on the highline. Ed Delaney brought out the slug and
struggled around the outerloop. By 4PM, the rains started
again and concluded the meet. Hotdogs and hamburgers
were served to the brave WLS members that came out in the
dreary weather.

Before the rain letup, all the action was at the cook tent,
President Jim cooked up the dogs and burgers for all.

Our VP, Don Ritchie shows us how to get around the club
parking lot after the rains during the Neighborhood meet. At
times, it gets deeper than this. This is shallow compared to
the water level under Butler Bridge sometimes!
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Double heading with Southern RR highline engines. Two of the many engines built by visiting
Niagara Frontier live steamer, Joe Tanski. Lead engineer on a 3/4” Pacific is Michael Shears of
Niagara Frontier LS and behind him on a 1” Atlantic is Steve Beratina of Golden Horseshoe LS.
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